NOTES:
1. INLET & OUTLET ARE 6" GROOVED PIPE.
2. MAXIMUM PRESSURE: 150 psi (10.3 bar).
3. MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE: 180ºF (82.2ºC).
4. PRESSURE LOSS: 3-12 psid (.2-.8 bar) AT RATED FLOW.
5. RATED FLOW: 650-1200 gpm (150-275 m³/hr).
6. APPROXIMATE DRY WEIGHT: 880 lbs (400 kg).
7. FINISH: LAKOS BLUE (EXTERIOR ONLY).

NOTE: THIS DRAWING HAS BEEN GENERATED AND IS MAINTAINED BY A CAD SYSTEM. CHANGES SHALL ONLY BE INCORPORATED AS DIRECTED BY AN APPROVED ENGINEERING CHANGE ORDER (ECO). PAPER COPIES ARE UNCONTROLLED.

This drawing is submitted for spatial consideration only. Do not pre-plumb to these dimensions.